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I. ALLCAL Earthquake Simulator
   In 2006, we continued to improve understanding of earthquake predictability and hazard by
designing and tuning a California Earthquake Simulator.  Our physics-based earthquake simulator
produces spontaneous, dynamic rupture on geographically correct and complex system of
interacting faults.

In 2006, the simulator has seen three new important developments:
 (1) For the first time the computation involves a truly 3-dimensional fault system;
 (2) The simulation has been expanded to the entire State of California, hence the name ALLCAL.
(3) WGCEP is considering using ALLCAL as input into their official hazard estimates for CEA.

The heart of the ALLCAL simulator involves computation of displacements and stresses from slip
on whole space triangular fault elements
(Figure 1). The advantage of employing
triangular facets is two-fold: (a) Static
stress and displacement formulas are
exceedingly simple, involving only dot
and cross products of known vectors (slip
direction, normal direction, fault edge

direction, etc.) that are co-ordinate system
independent. (b) Many modern
prescriptions of fault systems, like SCEC’s
Community Fault Model, employ
triangular facets, so ALLCAL is prepared
to implement them. Each of the several

The ALLCAL model was presented in a talk at Erice Italy, October, 2006. The following Quicktime
movie has loads of information about the simulator that can’t fit in this report. Please take a look.

http://es.ucsc.edu/~ward/ACES-2006-Ward.mov

Figure 1. (left) Stresses from slip on triangular fault elements in a
whole space form the heart of the ALLCAL simulator. (right)
Inclusion of an image source generates a shear stress free surface.
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1000 triangular fault elements in ALLCAL include an image element (Figure 1, right) to generate a
shear stress free surface that mimics that of the Earth.

Fault geometry, fault rake, fault slip rate, fault strength and a two parameter velocity
weakening friction law is
all that ALLCAL requires

to generate spontaneous
dynamic rupture catalogs
that include all fault stress
interactions. I consider
fault geometry, rake and
slip rate to be data, so fault
strength and the two
frictional parameters are
the only adjustable
quantities in the simulator.

Figure 2 shows a typical
rupture that was set up to
model the 1992 Landers
earthquake. The left boxes
show a map view of the
rupture versus time. The
frames on the right show

stress, fault strength and slip along strike of
the curved fault versus time. You can see
the complexity that multiple fault strands
can induce –- ruptures stop, jump and

reverse direction as dictated by the existing
state of stress and the friction law. You can
also see that the final stress state is very
different from the starting one. Because of
this, once the simulator is turned on, other
“Landers type” quakes might happen quite
differently than the 1992 example. The
beauty of the simulator is that it
incorporates branching ruptures naturally.
Fault ruptures jump if and when they are
ready. In the long run, all possible rupture

scenarios will be sampled. Those rupture

Figure 2. Left. Development of a typical dynamic rupture in our simulations. The

frames on the right show stress, fault strength and slip along strike of a Landers type
rupture versus time. Imbalances between fault stress and fault strength accelerate or

impede rupture propagation and growth. Thousands of such events comprise a single
run of the simulator. Please watch the movies at http://es.ucsc.edu/~ward/landers-
map.mov and http://es.ucsc.edu/~ward/landers-stress.mov

Figure 3. California faults with slip rates greater than 1/4
mm/y. The yellow boxes are thrust or normal faults. All of
these faults are included in the ALLCAL simulator.
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combinations that are more likely to occur due to physical
conditions (geometry, etc) will occur often. Those rupture
combinations that are less likely will happen less often.
The simulator obviates the need for ad-hoc ‘cascade’ rules
to decide which sets of segments will rupture at what

frequency.
The new ALLCAL simulator encompasses all 7500 km

of the faults in California that slip faster than 1/4 mm/y
(Figure 3). While the simulator admits several
compromises to keep the computation at reasonable scale
(purely elastic media, modified quasi-static assumption), it
has been designed to reproduce and incorporate behaviors
that geologists measure such as slip rate, slip per event and
recurrence interval. The simulator generates dynamic
ruptures from magnitude 8+ down to about magnitude 4,
so a 2000 year run produces ~30,000 events spread from

Mexico to Mendocino, and from San Clemente Island to
Nevada. Figure 4 shows a few frames of a new run. Please
view the movie at: http://es.ucsc.edu/~ward/allcal.mov

II. Products of the Earthquake Simulator
   The primary product of earthquake simulators is a long
series of earthquakes that act as surrogates for real, but
time-limited catalogs. As shown in Figure 2, the
simulations provide all details of every rupture. For
example, earthquake scaling laws (eg. fault length versus magnitude), Mmax and b-value that are
input into most earthquake hazard estimates are outputs of the simulator. Figure 5 shows slip maps -

- the surface offset along strike for all events of a specific magnitude or slip threshold. This product
of the simulator is especially telling because the purest paleoseismic data are earthquake dates and
earthquake slip measured at a point -- the paleoseismic site. Geologists can locate their site on these
maps, whether it be Hog Lake (Figure 5), Wrightwood (Figure 6), or Parkfield (Figure 7) and
compare predicted slip per event and its variation directly. In this simulator, interseismic tectonic
loading is selected such that over long periods, the slip for all quakes always sums to the specified
slip rate of the fault. The agreement of the predicted long-term seismic offset with the geologic slip
rate is a fundamental feature of this simulator.

III. Paleoseismic Constraints on the Earthquake Simulator
ALLCAL is not a pie-in-the-sky theoretical product. It is tuned with real earthquake data.

Largely, the tuning is accomplished by comparing computed earthquake recurrence intervals versus

Figure 4. Four frames of animation from a
500 year run of ALLCAL. The movie plots

all earthquakes M>5. For events M>6, PGA
is contoured around the rupture and a

magnitude number is shown. Below and left
is a graph of the cumulative number of M5+

quakes (red dots) overlaid on the actual

rates (black dots) from 1850-2002. The
simulator now involves a wide enough

selection of faults such that bulk seismicity
is Gutenberg-Richter like, with a b value

n e a r  0 . 9 . S e e :
http://es.ucsc.edu/~ward/allcal.mov
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magnitude to observed intervals. Paleoseismic data
constrain earthquake simulators in two ways: 1) through
input of measured slip rates, and 2) by comparison of
computed recurrence interval and slip per event with
field measurements provided through projects like

SoSAFE.  While fault slip rate is a direct constraint, slip
per event and recurrence interval are applied indirectly.
In the simulator, these observables spring from the
fundamental physics of the system through fault slip
rate, fault strength and friction law parameters. Like slip
rate, fault strength is thought to be preserved through
many earthquake cycles. Strong fault segments tend to
have larger slip per event earthquakes with longer
recurrence intervals, but the correlation is imperfect
because of the non-linear nature of the system and the
complex memories of all preceding earthquakes. For

these reasons, iterative segment strength adjustments are
made to the model to match reasonably well

paleoseismic

recurrence data.
In this simulator, a fault segment is merely a

collection of triangular elements that share the same
mechanical properties. Each rupture decides for itself how
much it will obey segmentation. Currently there are 151

faults or fault segments in the model that need specified
strength values. To keep the strength adjustment process
tractable, it is wise to generate recurrence statistics in
identical formats whether they be real or synthetic data.
Recurrence information versus magnitude is not easily
accessible, nor unambiguous. For this reason, and because
such information will be needed to validate any earthquake
simulator, we continue to champion a Simplified Earthquake

Recurrence Table that represents a simplified working
consensus on recurrence interval versus magnitude for the
faults of Southern California. A crucial aspect of any

earthquake recurrence database is "Recurrence of What? A
recurrence interval itself is of little use unless it is referred to
a given size quake. The SERT attempts to list recurrence

Figure 6. Earthquake simulator results for

the Wrightwood paleoseismic site. (Top).
Net Slip versus time for 1500 years.

(Bottom) Cumulative slip versus time. Note
the "flurry" of quakes between 900-1300.

Results like these can be used to compare

and interpret behaviors in the long record of
events now known here.

Figure 5. Slip map diagrams for the northern San
Jacinto Fault (inset). These maps show the surface

offset along strike for a 2000-year run of the

simulator. The great advantage of this simulator is
that slip map predictions can be compared directly

with field-measured paleoseismic data, such as
from Tom Rockwell's Hog Lake site on the Anza
segment (vertical dashed lines).
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interval in years for M6+, M6.5+, M7+
and M7.5+ earthquakes breaking
various faults and fault segments.

IV. Bottom Line
   Making an earthquake simulator is
easy. Making a simulator that produces
something practical and is strong
enough to suffer the arrows of 1000
critics, is difficult. Through our
ongoing tuning process, as evidenced
by the consistency of synthetic event,

recurrence, and slip plots with observed
data, we believe that the simulator is
ready to address real-world earthquake

issues in earthquake hazard. The
primary purpose of this simulator is to
serve as a scientific tool to aid in the
understanding predictability aspects of
the southern California fault system
that are not easily, or not yet, measured.
We argue that hazard estimates by
earthquake simulation are as defensible
as those created by any other technique
and even now represents the “best
available science”.

New publication:
Ward, S. N., 2007. Methods for evaluating earthquake potential and likelihood in and around
California, Seismological Research Letters,  January, 2007.

Figure 8. Earthquake hazard map derived directly from the physical
earthquake simulator.

Figure 7. Earthquake simulator results for the Parkfield. Net slip

versus time for 2000 years. Note the many frequent, small quakes
here versus Wrightwood. Note too, that M6-ish "Parkfield" events

only contribute about 50% to the strain release budget. M7.5+

Carrizo quakes that break through from the south (big steps in the
picture) contribute to about half the strain here.


